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Abstract 

 
 In this paper, an original method for propagation modeling within waveguides, cavities, or structures with 
dielectric or conducting curved interfaces is presented and validated especially for S-bend inlet. This method is based 
on the discretization of the plane wave spectrum of the source fields, truncated by the guide or cavity aperture (without 
any approximation, neither far field nor asymptotic). The obtained results are validated by comparison with well-known 
solutions. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 The EM backscattered from an S-Shaped inlet cavity is analyzed generally using different techniques such: 
integral equation method, hybrid combination of asymptotic high frequency and modal methods, and the geometrical 
optics ray method. A new ray tube launching and tracking method based in discretized Plane-Wave Spectrum (PWS) of 
source field is proposed. Fields at any observation point are expressed as a discrete sum of all contributions from ray 
tubes tracked backward within the propagation environment, each ray tube representing a sample of the source PWS. 
We have already applied this method with high accuracy in the context of multiple reflections and refraction in 
dielectric lens antenna analysis, open cavity and waveguide analysis (rectangular circular and dielectric) [1-3]. 
Compared to the Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) method [4] and the Generalized Ray Expansion GRE method [5] 
the SRT can be more efficiency of the SBR and similar to the GRE not in the spatial domain but in the spectral domain. 
We propose here to demonstrate its potential in the context of S-Shaped inlet cavity analysis and compare the obtained 
results with the solutions and measured values figured in [6]. The formulation of the method was explained very clearly 
in [1, 2]. 
 

2. Principle of the method  
 
 To find the field at an observation point M, we sweep the directions of arrival to that point with ray tubes 
launched backwards from M. In a multi-reflecting and/or refracting environment, it is possible to track a ray launched 
from M through successive local refractions and reflections. For a given ``tube'' of directions of arrival, the ray path is 
found and saved after this backward launching step. When the four rays’ tube reaches the source plane, the directions of 
the rays, projected on the transverse plane of the wave vectors space, define a transverse differential surface in the 
spectral domain. With the knowledge of both this spectral surface and the aperture distribution PWS, we calculate the 
field associated to the ray tube. This field is then transformed along the ray path previously saved, following the usual 
Geometrical Optics rules: in multi-reflecting and/or refracting environments, propagation of the field along a ray tube 
not only changes the phase of the field, but also its amplitude and direction, through reflection and transmission 
operators, and through phase front transformations at curved interfaces.  
 

3. Numerical results and validation  
 

 Figure 1 shows the two inlet geometries. The inlets are rectangular of the same planar dimensions and 
perfectly conducting and will be analyzed in 3D at 10 GHz with all propagating modes in the waveguide sections (6 
modes). Figure 2 shows the backscatter vs. aspect angle (θ) for the inlets of figure 1 using SRT method and the 
Asymptotic Modal (AM). The results agree quite well. The maximum Normalized Absolute Error (NAE) between the 
two methods is small than 3% for the straight inlet and 5% for the S-bend inlet. More applications of the SRT compared 
to the Asymptotic Modal for another S-form give accurate results.  Figure 3 shows the level of the NAE for the E-field 
obtained by the RST method and the reference modes (6 modes) for a Straight inlet planar with perfect conductor 



 

 

waveguide, length=15λ  and aperture=3λ , the source is a unit plane wave with incident angle θ equal to 0o,  10o, 20o, 
30o and 45o. We can conclude that, near the aperture the NAE takes the value of about 5% in some points near the 
aperture and it is small than 2% for the other points because the SRT method takes into account the evanescent modes 
and the results are compared to the 6 propagating modes only. The SRT method is applied to an S-shaped inlet for 
making the termination not directly visible alters the backscattered pattern; the obtained results superpose with those 
calculated for the modes and the NAE still small than 2% for this type of inlet. The SRT method is applied and accurate 
to a small aperture waveguide and cavities in the order of have wavelength aperture and 3 waveguide length.  Error is 
depending to the reflection number (Nmax) and the values of sampling rate taken into account for the cavities. To obtain 
the convergence, Nmax change from an application to another (50< Nmax<200), it can be choosing about 200 (z=250 λ ) 
for the perfect conducting waveguides and 50 for the same waveguides with loss or for the dielectric waveguide. 
Finally, the choice of the sampling rate ( 5=stepn  number of samples by length wave) with fixed step is an enough 
number to be use in general and to obtain the convergence for any application using the SRT method. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1- Straight and S-bend inlet planar geometries 
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Fig. 2- TE Backscatter vs. aspect angle for S-bend and 

Straight inlets at 10 GHz 
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   (a) o0=θ   (b) o10=θ                
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  (c) o20=θ     (d) o30=θ  
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(d) o45=θ  

 
Fig 3- Level of the Normalized Absolute Error for the E-field obtained by the RST method and the reference modes for 

a Straight inlet planar with perfect conductor waveguide, length=15λ  and aperture=3λ , the source is a unit plane 
wave with incident angle θ equal to 0o,  10o, 20o, 30o and 45o. 

 



 

 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
 In this paper, the SRT method applied to the S-bend give a high accuracy compared to the Asymptotic Modal 
solution. This method can be used to provide reference solutions, in order to validate asymptotic methods such as 
Gaussian beam launching. The SRT method represents an interesting alternative to existing methods when fields have 
to be known at a limited number of predefined observation points; only one 2D summation per observation point is 
needed.  
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